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Enclosed is an update report to the Ellis-Pahsimeroi Rangeland Program Summary
(RPS) document published in September 1982. In the original RPS document, the

Bureau of Land Management (BLM) detailed our plans to implement provisions of

the Ellis-Pahsimeroi Management Framework Plan (MFP) and grazing Environmental
Impact Statement (EIS). Our plans were based on a 5-year implementation
schedule, assuming a constant level of funding.

The enclosed report details the progress we have made toward implementation of

the provisions of the grazing EIS. We have also discussed the rangeland
monitoring we will be doing on each allotment, as well as the priority placed
on each allotment for monitoring and development of Allotment Management Plans
(AMPs).

We will be issuing further RPS updates as time goes by, to keep the public
informed of the progress we are making toward meeting the goals set forth in
the Management Framework Plan and grazing Environmental Impact Statement. If

you have any comments or ideas, I would appreciate hearing from you.

Sincerely,

Jerry Goodman
District Manager
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I. INTRODUCTION

This report is a summary of management actions taken by the Salmon District of
the Bureau of Land Management (BLM) to implement the Ellis-Pahsimeroi grazing
Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) and the range management portions of the

Ellis-Pahsimeroi Management Framework Plan (MFP). Since the original
publication of the Rangeland Program Summary (RPS) in September 1982, several
actions have occurred that were not addressed in any of the above documents.
The Donkey Hills land exchange between the BLM and the State of Idaho resulted
in changes in public land grazing preferences in several allotments. Also,
the Salmon BLM District reorganized into two resource areas instead of three,
resulting in elimination of the Pahsimeroi Resource Area. The Pahsimeroi
Resource Area consisted of two planning units, the Ellis and the Pahsimeroi.
The entire Pahsimeroi Planning Unit was added to the Challis Resource Area,
while the Ellis Planning Unit was split, with part going to the Lemhi Resource
Area and part going to the Challis Resource Area. The portion of the old Ellis
Planning Unit now under the Lemhi Resource Area has had a separate RPS update
published as part of the Lemhi Resource Management Plan, therefore, this
report will cover only the part now included within the Challis Resource Area.

II. PROGRAM IMPLEMENTATION RESULTS

When the Ellis-Pahsimeroi grazing EIS was completed in 1982, the preferred
alternative called for improvements to be constructed in those allotments in
the intensive management category, and stated that the improvements would be
on a five year time frame. As stated in the original RPS, these plans were
dependent on funding from Congress. When the five year time frame was
selected, it was based on an assumption of a constant level of funding that
has not materialized. Therefore, the BLM has not had the capability to
complete all the plans as originally envisioned. As shown in Table 1 in
Appendix 1, five of the ten allotments in the Challis Resource Area portion of
the Ellis Planning Unit that were planned for Allotment Management Plans
(AMPs) have had AMPs completed on them to date. The remaining five AMPs are
scheduled for completion during fiscal years 1987, 1988, and 1989. In
addition to the scheduled AMPs completed, plans were also completed on two
other allotments. The U.S. Forest Service completed an AMP on the Meadow
Creek Allotment under the terms of a cooperative agreement that placed
management of that allotment under Forest Service control to increase
management efficiency, and the BLM completed a plan for the Lawson Creek
allotment in conjunction with the Forest Service.

Table 2 in Appendix 2 details the changes that have occurred in allotment
stocking levels. As previously noted, the Donkey Hills Land Exchange resulted
in changes in active animal unit months (AUMs) of grazing preference in
several allotments. Under the terms of that land exchange with the state of
Idaho, sections of state land within seven BLM allotments were traded to the
BLM in exchange for land within the Goldburg BLM allotment. The number of
AUMs in each state section as well as the AUMs on land the BLM was exchanging
were determined by the most current range survey.





In two allotments, Allison Creek #4409 and Spud Creek #4502, the AUMs of

active grazing preference did not change as a result of the land exchange, as

no credit for grazing capacity had been allowed for the state sections in

those allotments. Since the land exchange was conducted on the basis of like

dollar values, the number of AUMs the BLM acquired and gave up did not have to

match.

Table 3 in Appendix 3 shows the range improvements planned for each allotment
in the intensive management category compared to the range improvements

actually constructed. Range improvements are not constructed in an allotment
until the management plan showing the specific need for the improvements is

completed, therefore no improvements have been constructed in the five

allotments where AMPs have not yet been done. In the case of vegetative
manipulation projects such as seeding, spraying, plowing, etc. , the projects
are not put on the ground until the BLM has a management plan to protect the

project and ensure that the investment will be protected. A benefit/cost
ratio is completed on each group of projects planned for each allotment to

ensure that range improvement money is spent in the areas where it will do the

most good. If this analysis shows that a project or group of projects is not
cost effective, this list will be modified, and some planned projects may not
be constructed.

Table 4 in Appendix 4 shows a comparison of the grazing system selected for
each allotment that has a completed AMP compared to the system proposed in the

original RPS document. The changes in grazing systems have resulted from a

more intensive look at the needs of the allotment and grazing permittee(s)
during A-1P writing than was possible during the planning process that resulted
in the RPS recommendations. Since they are based on better data, including
close consultation with the affected grazing permittee, the selected grazing
systems are more likely to be successful in meeting allotment objectives than
those proposed in the original RPS.

RIPARIAN

A 46 acre exclosure in Trail Creek was completed in October of 1985. Tnis
area was acquired through a land exchange and because of the quality of the
riparian area, a decision was made to fence a portion of the area.

Four exclosures have been built on various segments of Burnt Creek. They
include a total of 1 1/2 miles of perennial stream. Approximately 90 acres of
riparian area are within these exclosures. This project was started in 1985
and additions have been made as funds and manpower have become available.
Although the final grazing EIS called for 5 1/2 miles of Burnt Creek to be
fenced, the final project, which has a planned completion date of the summer
of 1988, will include 2 1/2 miles.

These exclosures have met with moderate success on those areas they excluded.
The net result has been a shift in cattle use from the excluded areas to
riparian areas outside the exclosures. Although conditions inside the fenced
areas are improving, the riparian areas outside the exclosures remain static
or are deteriorating. Allotment Management Plans are now being written to
address management problems. Until identified problems are addressed,
riparian condition will remain at pre-EIS levels.





WILDLIFE

Antelope and mule deer populations in the EIS area have apparently stabilized
since 1981, except for normal year-to-year fluctuations. Elk numbers have
increased only slightly, and are probably at or slightly below the 426
proposed in the 1981 EIS. Bighorn sheep populations are increasing in parts

of the EIS area, and some allotments are being used by greater numbers of

sheep, especially during the winter. Total numbers of bighorn sheep are still
estimated to be well below the 349 originally proposed In the EIS. Idaho
Department of Fish and Game management plans call for only slight increases
(less than 10 percent) in numbers of big game animals by 1990 in those hunt
units that overlap the EIS boundaries. This would still be in conformance
with the original numbers proposed the 1981 EIS.

Implementation of the new AMPs, construction of riparian habitat exclosures,
and development of new water sources have provided some benefits for both game
and nongame wildlife in the EIS area. Significant improvement of wildlife
habitat condition is unlikely until all MFP decisions can be fully implemented.

III. MONITORING PROGRAM

The BLM has entered into an intensive, long term monitoring program to

determine how well the range management objectives detailed on page 2-1 of the

draft grazing EIS are being met. Those objectives, briefly stated, include:

1. Improve ecological condition throughout the EIS area from the
present condition classes of 18% poor; 35% fair; 35% good; 2%

excellent; 1% treated; 5% woodland and 4% rock and talus to 10% poor;
29% fair; 45% good; 3% excellent; and 4% treated within 20 years. The
woodland, rock, and talus percentages would not change.

2. Increase the livestock forage allocation from the present 26,689
AUMs to 35,016 AUMs within 20 years.

3. Provide forage for wildlife. (Wildlife AUMs were shown on an
accompanying table).

Current methods of rangeland monitoring in use in this area include rain
gauges to monitor annual precipitation, key forage plant utilization transects
to monitor the degree of annual use by grazing animals, actual use reports to
equate use levels with utilization levels, and nested frequency and 3'x 3'

plots with photopoints to determine long term trends in vegetative
composition. It continues to be current BLM policy that every allotment will
be monitored. The degree of monitoring that each allotment will receive each
year will vary, however, depending on the problems and values present on the
allotment. Table 5 in Appendix 5 shows the current estimate of the level of
monitoring each allotment will receive in the near future, as well as the
priority for monitoring for each allotment. In the future, BLM plans to
convert all existing 3'x 3' trend plots to the nested frequency method of
trend study as detailed in the "Minimum Monitoring Standards for Idaho"
publication. This document was developed by a task committee in early 1983.





The committee consisted of representatives of Idaho BLM, the Society for Range
Management, the University of Idaho, the Idaho Rangeland Committee, the U.S.

Forest Service, the Soil Conservation Service, Idaho Departments of Fish and

Game and State Lands, a rancher, the Idaho Cattleman's Association, and Idaho

Woolgrowers.

Use supervision, or determining the compliance with the terms of grazing
permits and AMPs, is a very important component of monitoring. Again, it is

BLM policy that each allotment receive use supervision each year, and the

level of use supervision that each allotment receives will depend on several
factors. Generally, each allotment receives at least one use supervision
check during the time that livestock are present in the allotment. If there
are known past problems in controlling movement of livestock, or if BLM
receives reports of unauthorized grazing use, the level of supervision will
Increase.

Each allotment management plan must undergo a periodic evaluation to determine
whether it is meeting the management goals that it was designed to

accomplish. A brief evaluation is normally done at the end of the year when
annual monitoring data is reviewed and compared with the data gathered in

previous years. If the data show no apparent problems in the way the
allotment is being managed, no further action is taken at that time. If the

data show that there is a problem, a more formal evaluation will be

undertaken, which will involve other specialists in addition to the range
conservationist. This interdisciplinary group could include a wildlife
biologist, a watershed specialist, other BLM specialists as required, the

grazing permittee, and possibly personnel from other agencies such as the U.S.
Forest Service or the Idaho Department of Fish and Game or State Lands
Department. A formal evaluation of each AMP should occur at least every 5

years, but it is doubtful whether current funding levels will permit this
intensive level of evaluation.

IV. FUTURE ACTIONS

An allotment categorization effort was undertaken in the summer of 1987 to

plan the future management direction in the Ellis and Pahsimeroi Planning
Units. A copy of the categorization worksheet, together with the criteria
used to place each allotment into its management category, are attached as
Appendixes 6 and 7. The results of that categorization effort are reflected
in the table in Appendix 5. Three allotments (4409 Allison Creek, 4410 Hat
Creek, and 4505 Mahogany Creek) have been moved from the I category to the M
category, primarily since development of AMPs has occurred, and six allotments
(4501 Trail Creek, 4502 Spud Creek, 4507 Grouse Creek, 4516 Donkey Hills, 4517
Upper Pahsimeroi, and 4519 Burnt Creek) have been moved into the I category
based on the categorization criteria. Overall management direction will
continue to be guided by the Management Framework Plan. Under current BLM
policy, allotments in the intensive management category are to receive the
highest priority in funding of range improvements, although this does not
preclude spending range improvement funds in other areas. The emphasis in AMP
funding will be on those allotments now in the Intensive management category.





As Allotment Management Plans are prepared for these allotments, riparian
objectives will be identified for those allotments possessing riparian
values. The five year implementation timeframe discussed in the original RPS
will have to be extended due to lack of funding. As previously noted in
Appendix 1, the current schedule for completion of Allotment Management Plans

for allotments in the intensive category will be completed in fiscal year
1989. If this occurs, the projects to implement those management plans should
be completed by about 1992. As stated in the original RPS, other allotment
plans will be implemented as time allows over a much longer time period of up
to 20 years.





APPENDIX 1

TABLE 1

ALLOTMENTS IN INTENSIVE MANAGEMENT CATEGORY
BASED ON 1982 RPS SUMMARY

Allotment AMP Status*

Allison Creek #4409
Hat Creek #4410
Falls Creek #4503
Hamilton #4504
Mahogany Creek #4505
Patterson Creek #4506
Countyline #4509
Lower Goldburg #4512
Big Creek #4511
Bear Creek #4513

Completed FY83
Completed FY84
Planned FY88
Planned FY88
Completed FY83
Completed FY86
Completed FY86
Planned FY89
Planned FY89
Planned FY88

*FY=fiscal year, October 1 to September 30





APPENDIX 2

TABLE 2

ALLOTMENT PREFERENCE LEVELS

Orig. RPS Agreement/ Current
Allotment Pref. Stock. Decision AUM s

Number Name (AUMs) Rate (AUMs) Active Susp.
4409 Allison Creek 655 403 456* 456* 203
4410 Hat Creek 1654 1366 1359 1359 336
4411 Morgan Creek 2279 2710 2485 2485
4412 Lawson Creek 1394 1394 1509 1509
4413 Little Morgan Cr. 350 350 346 350
4414 Highway 34 75 73 74

4501 Trail Creek 277 277 277 277
4502 Spud Creek 227 227 227 227

4503 Falls Creek 545 545 545 545
4504 Hamilton 70 60 60 60 10
4505 Mahogany Creek 317 59 135* 135* 204
4506 Patterson 120 120 120 120
4507 Grouse Creek 2218 2218 2218 2218
4508 Meadow Creek 240 240 240 240
4509 Countyline 680 496 496 496 184
4510 Mill Creek 155 155 155 155
4511 Big Creek 396 350 396 396
4512 Lower Goldburg 196 196 196 196
4513 Bear Creek 1301 1301 1301 1301
4514 Pines/Elkhorn 1840 1840 1829 1340
4515 Goldburg 716 517 517 517
4516 Donkey Hills 1328 1328 1320 1328
4517 Upper Pahsimeroi 2867 2867 2867 2867
4518 Rock Creek 162 162 162 162
4519 Burnt Creek 858 858 858 858
4520 Dry Creek 2024 2024 2024 2024
4521 Summit Creek 1975 1975 1803 1920*

TOTAL 24,878 24,113 23,974 24,115 937

*Allison Creek-includes 50 USFS AUMs
Mahogany Creek-includes 22 USFS AUMs
Summit Creek- includes 120 USFS AUMs

Note: The Donkey Hills land exchange affected stocking levels in the
following grazing allotments:

Hat Creek-BLM AUMs increased 41 AUMs
Morgan Creek-BLM AUMs increased 114 AUMs
Lawson Creek-BLM AUMs increased 72 AUMs
Mahogany Creek-BLM AUMs inc. 63 AUMs
Goldburg-BLM AUMs decreased 199 AUMs
Summit Creek-BLM AUMs decreased 55 AUMs





APPENDIX 3

TABLE 3

PROPOSED RANGE IMPROVEMENTS

Allotment

4409 Allison Cr.

4410 Hat Creek

4503 Falls Creek

4504 Hamilton Seed

4505 Mahogany Cr.

4506 Patterson Cr.

4509 Countyline

4511 Big Creek

4512 L. Goldburg

4513 Bear Creek

EIS Proposed Improvements Improvements Installed

4mi pipeline, 3troughs,
2 res. ,600 ac.veg manip.

5mi pipeline, 3 troughs,
2 res.,llmi fence, 1600
acres veg. manipulation

lmi pipeline, 3 troughs,
3mi fence, 1200 ac veg man.

160 acres veg manip.

lmi pipeline, 2 troughs,
lmi fence, 640 ac veg man.

None proposed in EIS

3mi pipeline, 3 troughs,
5mi fence, 1500 ac veg man

lmi pipeline, 2 troughs,
1 res.,2mi fence, 300
acres veg manipulation

1.5mi pipeline, 1 trough,
2mi fence, 600 ac veg man

2mi pipeline, 3 troughs,
2200 ac veg manipulation

1.3mi pipeline,
2 catchments

6.5mi pipeline, 2troughs,
1 catchment

None-AMP not completed

None-AMP not completed

lmi pipeline, 1 trough

None-AMP done 1986

None-AMP done 1986

None- AMP not completed

None- AMP not completed

None-A-lP not completed

PROJECTS INSTALLED IN NEW OR EXISTING AMPs
4411 Morgan Creek

4508 Meadow Creek

2 cattleguards,l/4 mi.

fence, 3pipeline reconst

1.5mi pipeline

PROJECTS INSTALLED IN NON-AMPs
4502 Spud Creek

4514 Pines-Elkhorn

4519 Burnt Creek

4521 Summit Creek

.4mi fence

lmi pipeline extension

3 riparian exclosures

2mi pipeline





APPENDIX 4

TABLE 4

GRAZING SYSTEM SUMMARY

I Category Allotments

4409 Allison Creek

4410 Hat Creek

4503 Falls Creek

4504 Hamilton

4505 Mahogany Creek

4506 Patterson Creek

4509 Countyline

4512 Lower Goldburg

4511 Big Creek

4513 Bear Creek

Other AMPs Completed

4412 Lawson Creek

4508 Meadow Creek

Proposed System AMP Status * System Chosen*

*

Seasonal Done FY84 3 systems

Done FY84 Deferred

Proposed N/A

Proposed N/A

Done FY85 Deferred

Done FY86 Seasonal

Done FY86 Deferred

Proposed N/A

Proposed N/A

Proposed N/A

Rest-rotation

Deferred

Deferred

Seasonal

Seasonal

Rest-rotation

Rest-rotation

Rest-rotation

Rest-rotation

Rest-rotation Done FY84 Seasonal

Seasonal Done FY85 Deferred

*FY=fiscal year, from October 1 to September 30
**N/A=not applicable, since no grazing systems are chosen until the AMP
is developed.





APPENDIX 5

MONITORING PLAN

Monitoring Climate Actual Utilization Photo Nested Allot.
Allotment Priority Studies Use Studies Trend Freq. Category

4409 Allison Cr. High In allot Yes Yes 3plots lplot M
4410 Hat Creek High Nearby No Yes 7plots 7plots M
4411 Morgan Cr. Med In allot No Yes llplots 9plots M
4412 Lawson Cr. High In allot No Yes 6plots 4plots M

4413 L. Morgan Low Nearby No Yes 2plots lplot M
4414 Highway Low Nearby No Yes 2plots None M
4501 Trail Cr. Med Nearby No Yes 2plots lplot I

4502 Spud Cr. Med Nearby No Yes 2plots lplot I

4503 Falls Cr. High Nearby Yes Yes 2plots lplot I

4504 Hamilton High In allot No Yes 2plots 2plots I

4505 Mahogany High Nearby No Yes 2plots 2plots M
4506 Patterson High Nearby Yes Yes lplot lplot I

4507 Grouse Cr. Med In allot No Yes 4plots lplot I

4508 Meadow Cr. Low Nearby No Yes lplot lplot M
4509 Countyline High Nearby Yes Yes 2plots lplot I

4510 Mill Creek Med Nearby No Yes lplot lplot M
4511 Big Creek Med Nearby No Yes lplot None I

4512 L. Goldburg Med Nearby No Yes 2plots None I

4513 Bear Creek High Nearby Yes Yes 2plots 2plots I

4514 Pine-Elkhorn Low In allot No Yes 4plots None 1-1

4515 Goldburg Low In allot No Yes 3plots None M
4516 Donkey Hills Med Nearby No Yes 4plots None I

4517 U. Pahsimeroi Med In allot No Yes 3plots None I

4518 Rock Creek Low Nearby No Yes None None M
4519 Burnt Creek High Nearby Yes Yes 2plots None I

4520 Dry Creek Low Nearby No Yes 2plots None M
4521 Summit Creek Med In allot No Yes 3plots lplot M





APPENDIX 6

ALLOTMENT CATEGORIZATION WORKSHEET
ELLIS-PAHS IMEROI PLANNING UNIT

Allotment:
Number Name

CRITERIA

1. Retention or disposal

2. Range condition and trend
% poor % fair
% good % exc. % other

CATEGORY COMMENTS

3. Resource potential
low medium high

4. Resource use conflicts or controversy
low moderate high

5. Opportunity for positive economic return
low moderate high

6. Present management
satisfactory unsatisfactory

7. Opportunity for special programs
(Riparian, CRMP, etc.)

FINAL ALLOTMENT CATEGORIZATION

M-Maintain

I-Improve

C-Custodial





APPENDIX 7

ALLOTMENT CATEGORIZATION CRITERIA

Seven factors were examined to determine which one of the three allotment
categories a particular allotment falls within:

M-Maintain
I-Improve
C-Custodial

The criteria were applied as follows:

1. Retention or disposal: If most of the public land acreage within
the allotment is planned for retention by BLM, the allotment was
placed in the M category. If most of the acreage is planned for

disposal, the allotment was placed in the C category pending
disposal.

2. Range condition and trend: Allotments were placed in the I

category if they possessed either of the following characteristics:

1. If 36% or more of the allotment was in poor range
condition regardless of trend; or

2. If 10-35% of the allotment was in poor condition with a

downward trend.

3. Resource potential: If site potential for improvement is high,
the allotment was placed in the I category, if site potential is

moderate, it was placed in the M category, and if site potential is
low, it was placed in the C category. Allotments which derive a

significant amount of their AUMs from seedings were placed in the I

category, because of the necessity to protect the large investment a

seeding represents.

4. Resource use conflicts or controversy: If no serious resource use
conflicts or controversies are present, the allotment was placed in
the M category, if serious resource use conflicts were present, the

allotment was placed in the I category.

5. Opportunities for positive economic return: If the opportunity
exists for positive economic return, the I category was selected, if

little opportunity for positive economic return exists, the M
category was selected, if no opportunity exists, the C category was
selected.





6. Present management: If current management practices on the

allotment are satisfactory, the allotment was placed in the M
category, if current management could be improved, it was placed in

the I category, and if improvement in current management would not

have much impact, it was placed in the C category.

7. Opportunity for special programs: If the opportunity exists for

special programs such as riparian management, Coordinated Resource
Management Planning, etc., the allotment was placed in the I

category , otherwise it would be placed in the M category.

It should be noted that the criteria are not necessarily equally weighted
toward the total. Professional judgement entered into the final selection of

a specific category for each allotment.

Using the above criteria, all allotments in the Ellis-Pahsimeroi Planning Unit
were placed into one of the three categories. These can be described as

follows:

M-Maintain Allotments are described as follows:

Most of the public lands in the allotment are proposed for

retention; the range condition and trend are satisfactory; site

potential for improvement is moderate or low; resource conflicts are

moderate or low; opportunities may exist for positive economic
return from public investments; and present management appears
generally satisfactory.

I-Improve Allotments are described as follows:

Most of the public lands in the allotment are proposed for

retention; range condition and/or trend are unsatisfactory; site
potential for improvement is high; resource conflicts may be high;
opportunities exist for positive economic return from public
investments; and present management appears to be unsatisfactory.

C-Custodial Allotments are described as follows:

Public lands within the allotment may be proposed for retention or
disposal; range condition and/or trend are generally satisfactory;
site potential for improvement is low to moderate; resource
conflicts are low to moderate; opportunities do not exist for
positive economic return from public investments.
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